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Yoga Hammock Aerial Yoga Trapeze Inversion Training Sling Anti gravity
Exercise Training Yoga Swing Extension Strap

  

Please note, this item ships from an international seller. Expected delivery is 10-15 days. International ShippingSafety, smooth, and
professional, this yoga hammock is perfect for yoga practicing lovers. If you are fond of aerial yoga and anti-gravity exercise, you must need this
professional hammock, it will help you to shape and build your body and release your pressure. Features: Professional Yoga hammock made of
durable nylon material, special knitting technology adopted, laddering and wearing resistant. The lightweight and breathable material with
smooth surface is comfortable to touch, and the mild bright color is not easy to fade as well as calm you down quickly. Ergonomic and anti-slip
handles are easy to grasp, ensure safety in all kinds of anti-gravity exercise.Perfect for aerial yoga training and other anti-gravity exercise, also
used as an ordinary hammock for sleeping, playing games, camping and so on.Maximum load: 200kg / 440lb, designed ergonomically, fit for all
kinds of body shapes. Specifications: Material: Nylon Color: Orange / Green / Royal Blue (Optional)Combination: Set1 / Set2 (Optional)Set1: 1 *
Hammock 2 * TrapezeSet2: 1 * Hammock 2 * Trapeze 2* Extension StrapSize: 250 * 150cm / 98 * 59inExtension Strap Length: 100cm /
39.3inMaximum Load: 200kg / 440lbPackage Weight: 1200 - 1370g / 2.6 - 3.0lbPackage Size: 28 * 20 * 12cm / 11 * 7.8 * 4.7in Package List: 1 *
Yoga Hammock2 * Yoga Trapeze 2 * Extension Strap1 * Storage Bag 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
59,90 €

Discount -13,00 €
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Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerJoybuy 

Description Please note, this item ships from an international seller. Expected delivery is 10-15 days.International Shipping 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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